Project Description

More than 10 km LED profiles

A modern office building for 800 IT specialists designed by Horizone Studio and realised by STRABAG. The newly developed headquarters of Ericpol Software Pool provides over 12,000 square metres in the city centre of Lodz, Poland. The finishes make use of materials of the highest standard. Hand-moulded bricks imported from Denmark and large-format elements made of glass provide features on the facades. The internal load-bearing walls, slabs and columns were made of architectural concrete with great decorative value to give an unique industrial character to the interiors. The walls of the offices, employee amenities, and corridors are decorated with street art style murals representing pioneers of science, culture, and sport. In the stairwells, the creative power of the architects is again shown. With simple materials such as concrete and steel as well as refined lighting, they created elegant spaces and necessary rescue operations. More than 10km LED profiles from XAL were used to complete this approach. Each floor symbolises one of the pillars of the company: simplicity, professionalism, and client and employee safety and security. The interiors are supposed to stimulate creativeness and spontaneous exchange of ideas. In May 2016 the Ericpol Office Building received the prestigious Association of Polish Architects “SARP Year Award” for best buildings completed in 2015 in the category of public buildings/office buildings.
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